Reflection and learning worksheet

HEALTH EQUITY LEARNING COMMUNITY

Instructions

- Gather as a team to reflect on the three questions below.
- Bring your responses to the next meeting. Come prepared to summarize your reflections.
- MDH will collect your written responses at the meeting. MDH will combine your responses to help tell the story of this learning community. **MDH will not share individual reflections with any identifying information.**

As you reflect on these questions, please think broadly. Do not place any artificial limits around where your thoughts and reflections might take you. Do not preemptively censor yourselves.

Questions

1. What are you learning through your work on health equity? For example...What are you learning about your organization, or your community? About change? About public health?
2. What have you begun to question while working to change your practice(s) related to health equity?
3. How are your conversations changing? For example... conversations within your team, within your organization, or with your community.
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